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DISCLAIMER
This Assembly Guide should be used in conjunction with the owner’s manual where
available, and is intended as a guide only as there maybe variations between versions and
therefore must be used at the Owner’s Risk. For more detailed assistance, please contact
our Support desk +44 (0) 1323 379 335 or support@vacgen.com.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
All repairs and services should be carried out by a qualified engineer, usinig the correct
tools and procedures to carry out the repair. VACGEN are not liable for any errors within
the assembly guides which may cause inconsistencies during repair.
The Goods, especially chemicals, may be dangerous if not properly used or stored and the
appropriate precautions taken. The Customer accordingly agrees that it shall take all
such steps as are reasonably practicable or usual to eliminate or reduce any risk to health
and/or safety to which use of the Goods may give rise and acknowledges that where the
Goods are manufactured to a design supplied by the Customer, the Company will not
undertake any research as to the risks to health and/or safety which may arise from use
or storage of the Goods. Where the Goods are manufactured to a design supplied by the
Customer, the Customer shall comply with all the duties which may be implied at law on a
designer and/or manufacturer of the Goods.
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MD95 Overhaul Information
1. Release the pressure on the seal by opening the valve with the “T” Bar and remove the
Index Screw.
2. Undo the 6 cap headed screws by one or two turn, these do not need to be removed.
3. Unscrew the valve body, taking care not to drop the inner parts out of the valve, this
can normally be done by hand.
4. Remove the upper Schnorr Spring Assembly, noting the orientation, especially of the
Schnorr Washers (0.8mm).
5. Carefully remove the Nickle Disc.
6. If this is stuck, push a small pin through the outlet hole in the base flange and tap the
disc out.
7. Remove the Schnorr Washers, noting the orientation (0.7mm), taking care not to damage the knife edge.
8. Blow out the inside of the valve with dry clean gas, not a compressed air line as may
contain water.
Assembly in reverse, taking particular care to assemble the correct size Schnorr Washer
and the correct orientation of the Schnorr Washers.
1. Once assembled place on a Leak Checker.
2. Tighten the 6 cap headed screws enough to seal the Nickle Disc, these do not need a
lot of force, but must be even force.
3. Tighten the adjusting screw with the “T” Bar until you feel pressure, but take care not to
tighten, the valve will have a small leak at this point.
4. Pump down and turn the “T” bar until the valve is Leak Tight and check the body joint
for leaks at the same time with Helium.
5. Reset the index ring to Zero by releasing the grub screw on the Index cap.
6. Vent the Leak Checker and fully open and close to the zero mark (do not go passed the
set mark) 3 or 4 times to bed in seal.
7. Re leak check to see it is still sealed, if not, repeat from 4.
8. Try the valve for controlled leak rate, this should be smooth from 1x10-9 until the 1x10-5,
the leak checker will probably trip out once in the 5’s!
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